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Abstract-A stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game involving two players. E and 
P. moving in the plane is considered. It is assumed that both players can measure the 
distance 4P. 15) between P and E while receiving noise-corrupted measurements of the 
bearing l3 of E from P. Using the noise-corrupted measurements of p. player E applies 
a ‘Line-of-Sight’ (L.O.S.) guidance law. whereas player P applies: (i) the L.O.S. guid- 
ance law; and (ii) the Proportional Navigation (P.N.) guidance law. In both cases. the 
probability of the event F. where % = {player E is intercepted by P before leaving P‘s 
detection range}, is computed. In addition, the cases where (a) E receives measurements 
of d(P, E) and l3. whereas P receives only measurements of d(P. E) and uses an estimate 
0 of p, and (b) both players have complete observation of d(P, E) and p are dealt with, 
and Prob(8) is computed. 
In all the cases, the computation of Prob(Z) led to the numerical solution of a partial 
differential equation on a kind of a ‘generalized torus’ in R’. The results obtained can 
be used for the evaluation of the performance of the L.O.S. and P.N. guidance laws 
when only noise-corrupted measurements are available. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game involving two players. E (the evader) and 
P (the pursuer), moving in the (x, y)-plane is considered. Suppose that player P has a 
‘weapon system’ with range p, i.e., if for some instant r 2 0, the distance between P and 
E d(P, E) 5 p, we say that player E has been intercepted by player P. Also, suppose that 
player P has a ‘detection system’ with range R, i.e., if for some t 2 0. d(P, El 2 R. we 
say that E has escaped from P. The goal of player P is to intercept E before E leaves P’s 
detection range, whereas the goal of player E is to escape from P before being intercepted 
by P. 
The differential game dealt with here is based on a noise-corrupted kinematic model. 
In addition, an information structure is imposed on the game in which both players can 
measure the distance d( P, E) while receiving noise-corrupted measurements of the bearing 
p of E from P. Four cases are treated: 
(a) Using the noise-corrupted measurements of the bearing p of E from P, both pIa)-ers 
apply the ‘Line-Of-Sight (L.0.S) guidance law (see [I] or Sec. 2.2 for the definition 
of the L.O.S. law). 
(b) -Using the noise-corrupted measurements of p, player E applies the L.O.S. guidance 
law. whereas player P applies a ‘Proportional Navigation’ (P.N.) guidance law fxe 





Player E receives measurements of d(P, E) and B, whereas player P receives only 
measurements of d(P. El. In order to compensate for the lack of any measurements 
on B, player P constructs an estimate 6 (based on measurements of d(P. E)) to p. 
Using the values of B. player P applies a P.N. guidance law. 
For the sake of completeness, a stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game where 
both players receive measurements of d(P, El and B is dealt with. In this case it turned 
out (see also [3-41) that the optimal policy for both players is the L.O.S. guidance 
law. 
For each of the cases (a)-(d), the probability of the event %, where % = {Player E has 
been intercepted by P before leaving P’s detection range}, has been computed here as a 
function of various parameters. A comparison of the results obtained in case (b) with 
those obtained in cases (a) and (d) lead to a better understanding of the roles of the L.O.S. 
or P.N. guidance laws in differential games where complete observations or noise-cor- 
rupted measurements respectively are available to the players. A comparison of the results 
obtained in cases (a). (b). and (d) with those obtained in case (c) demonstrate the im- 
portance of having measurements (or noise-corrupted measurements) of B. 
The P.N. and L.O.S. guidance laws have also been analyzed in the guidance literature 
in a deterministic setting (see, for example, [I-Z] and [5-71 where the pursuer applies the 
P.N. guidance law. and [I-Z] and [8] where the pursuer applies the L.O.S. guidance law). 
The present work is, to a large extent. a continuation of [4]. In [4] three stochastic pursuit- 
evasion differential games involving two players, P and E, moving in the plane are con- 
sidered. In two of the games (in [4]) player E has complete observation of d(P. E), p and 
the velocity of P, whereas player P can measure d(P, E) but receives noise-corrupted 
measurements of B. Using the noise-corrupted measurements of /3, player P (erroneously) 
applies: (i) the P.N. guidance law; (ii) the L.O.S. guidance law. For both cases. sufficient 
conditions on optimal evasion strategies are derived. These conditions require the e’xis- 
tence of a properly smooth solution to a nonlinear partial differential equation on a torus 
in R’. In a third game (in [J]) a stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game uhere both 
players E and P have complete observation of each other’s position is dealt with. Also, 
in this case, optimal strategies are obtained by solving a nonlinear partial differential 
equation on a torus in R’ numerically. These optimal strategies turn out to be L.O.S. 
guidance laws. 
In the present work, owing to the information structure assumed here. the computation 
of Prob(8) led. for all cases, (a)-(d), to the numerical solution of a partial differential 
equation on a kind of a ‘generalized torus’ in R3. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
2.1. The fLndnmetlta1 equations 
Consider the random motion of two points E and P in the (x, y)-plane. Suppose that 
each of the velocities (~1~ cos eE, llo sin eE) of E and (zlo cos 8,, 1’0 sin 0,) of P is perturbed 
by a corresponding R’-valued Gaussian white noise; ldo and ijo are given positive numbers. 
Each of the players, E and P, steers by choosin,, m at each instant, his direction of travel, 
i.e., OE and 8, respectively. 
We assume that the game begins at t = 0. 
Thus, the equations of motion of E and P are given by 
dTE = 110 cos 0E dt + CTE dW,E 
t>O 
dyE = lfo sin eE dt + UE d WX 
(1) 
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and 
d.K, = ito COS 8, dt f up dw,, 
I > 0, (1) 
dv, = ijo sin 8, dt Y- u,= dWZp 
where (.K~, yE) and (xp. _ p v ) denote the coordinates of play,ers E and P respectively: UE 
and up are given positive numbers: and W, = {N,(t) = f It.,,-(t), W’l,(t)). t 2 0) and W,, 
= {W,(t) = (W,,(t). W,,(t)), t L 0) are R’-valued standard Wiener processes. It is 
assumed that WE and W,, are mutually independent. 
By fixing the origin of a new coordinate system at the position occupied by P and 
considering the relative motion of players P and E in polar coordinates, where 1’ is the 
range from P to E and B the bearing of E from P (see Fig. l), we obtain the follow.ing 
equations for r and B: 
dr = [Us) cos (0, - B) - zvo cos (0, - B)] dt + u cos B dB, - u sin p dB2 (3) 
rdB = [[lo sin (0, - B) - z+, sin (0, - PI] dt - u sin B dB, - (J cos (3 dB1. (1) 




uB;(t) = ut_W,,-(t) - u,W,,(t). t I 0. ; = I. 2. 
can be written as (see the Appendix) 
[LQ~ cos (0~ - B, - :‘,I cos (0, - p,] dr - adW, 




where W = {W(t) = ( W,(t). W?(t)). t 2 0} is an R’-valued standard Wiener process. 
Henceforth. the following information structure. available to play-ers E and P. is as- 
sumed: 
(9 Player E observes the process {r(t). t 2 0) and noise-corrupted measurements of B 
given by the process llr, = {till(t), t 2 0). 
(ii) Player P observes the process {r(r). t r 0) and noise-corrupted measurements of B 
given by the process ti2 = {G?(t). t 2 0). 
V 
0 
Fig. 1. The geomstr)- of the game 
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The processes bi, i = 1, 2, are determined by 
d&(t) = dp(r) + (y;/r(t)) d:*,(r). t L 0. i = 1. 7. (8) 
where :fi = {r!,(t). t 2 O}. i = 1 , 1 are R-valued standard Wiener processes. and y,. i = 
1.1 are given positive numbers. It is assumed that W. - Lll, and ~1~ are mutually independent. 
2.9. L.O.S. guidance iart. 
When players E and P steer by choosing. at each instant. their direction of travel such 
that eE = p, and 8, = p, we say that both players apply the ‘Line-Of-Sight. (L.O.S.) 
guidance law. In the case where both E and P have complete observation of r and p, it 
turns out (see [3-41) that the optimal policies for both players, in the pursuit-evasion 
differential game, are given by t3E = p and 8, = l3. 
Using this result, each of the players. E and P. wishes to apply the L.O.S. guidance 
law (i.e. to choose OE = p and 8, = p). However, since E and P observe the processes 
$1 and $2 respectively. and not the process l3. they (erroneously) apply the guidance laws 
eE = 4, and 8, = 6? respectively. Using the equations 
eE - p = eE - ti, f +, - p, ep - p = ep - ti2 + *? - p (9) 
and Eqs. (6)-(8). the following equations for the encounter are obtained: 
: 
dr = [[lo cos (rlr, - l3, - 1’0 cos (JIM - p)] dt + udW, 
dl3 = (l/r)[~r,~ sin (JJ, - l3) - it0 sin ($2 - p)] dt + (o/r) dIt.2 (10) 
d(G; - p) = (yiir) d:l;. i = 1, 2. 
Denote xl 2 r, x2 A 4, - p and x3 2 JIz - p. Then, using Eqs. (lo), the following 
reduced state space equations for the encounter are introduced: 
= - 2’0 COS xj] dr + adWl 
t>O (11) 
The function J(x), .r = (_r, , x2. x3) E R3, is introduced here to guarantee the existence 
of solutions to Eqs. (11) over the whole of R3. In fact, we are interested in these solutions 
only over a bounded set D. D C R”. which will be defined later. Thus, J(x) is given by: 
J(x) = 1 for .r E {.r:p 5 xl 5 R, x2 E R. .r~ E R}; J(.r)/.r, is continuous on R” and satisfies 
0 < l 0 5 (J(.r)i.r,)’ I iV1 < x for all .r E R’, for some co and 1M. 
Let .r E R3. Then, [9]. Eqs. (11) determine a stochastic process 5X = {c=(t) = (&,(r). 
&2(f)). Lc3Ct)). r 2 0). j,(O) = x. such that tx is a weak solution (in the sense of [9]) to 
Eqs. (11) associated with a family {Ps, .r E R3} of probability measures, and such that 
{(cr, P.,), .r E R3} is a family of strong Markov processes. Furthermore, the weak infin- 
itesimal operator of this family is given by 
YEV(.r) = [lro cos x1 - i+) cos .r3]aV(.r)/&r, + ($)[u’$ V(.r)/&r: 
t (J(.r)y,LrI)‘?? V(.r)/d.r3 + (J(.r)yl/.ri)‘d2 V(.r)i&r;] 
for any V E C,X(R3). 
(12) 
A stochastic pursuit-evasion differential game 
Denote by Do. K. and D the following sets in R3: 
Do 2 {x: 0 < xl < R. _rz E R, x3 E R}, 
K A {x: 0 < _r, % p, .rz E R, x3 E R}. 
D 2 Do - K. 
and denote by T(X) the first exit time of j, from D, 
I inf {t: c,(t) c D when j,(O) = x E D} 






c x if j,(r) E D for all f 2 0. 
We assume here that sup{E.,;(.r): x E D} < x, where E., denotes the expectation operator 
with respect to P.,. Define the following functional: 
V,(x) 2 P.,({j,(+)) E K}), .r E R3. (17) 
In other words. V,(x) is the probability of player E being intercepted by player P before 
getting out of P’s detection range, when (r(O), G,(O) - p(O). &(O) - p(O)) = .r and the 
guidance laws eE = $,, 13, = 41, are being applied. 
Owing to the nature of the variables x2 and x3 and the geometry of the encounter. the 
function VL has to satisfy the following equations: 
V&r, ,_r2 + 3nzT;,.r; t Inn) = V’,_(I), .r E R3 m, n = 0, = 1, = 2, . . . . 
(IY) 
Denote 
To 2 {.r:O<.r, CR. Ol.rl<ZT, O’.r3<3:} (19) 
T, 2 {x: 0 < xl % p, 0 5 .r: < 2~, 0 5 x3 < 27) (20) 
T 2 T,, - T,. (21) 
From Eq. (18) it follows that the function VL is determined by its values on the set To. 
Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of both players, E and P. in the encounter, 
when the guidance laws OE = 4, and 0, = & are being used, the values of V,(x), s E 
T, will be computed and compared with the values on T of other functionals. 
2.3. P.N. guidance la\~ 
Player E wishes to apply the L.O.S. guidance law (i.e. to choose OE = p), whereas 
player P wishes to apply a Proportional Navigation (P.N.) guidance law [ 11 (i.e. to choose 
8, such that 4, = A$, A 2 1). However, since E and P observe the processes 4, and GJZ 
respectively, and not the process p, they (erroneously) apply the guidance laws OE = br, 
and 6, = k$, respectively. (It is assumed here that e,(O) = &(O).) Using the relation 
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and Eqs. (6)-(8), the following equations for the encounter are obtained: 
i 
dr = [u. cos ($, - p) - 18~ cos (X-Q2 - p,] dr -i od\t’, 
dP = (l/r)[rco sin (C, - l.3) - iso sin (X.& - p)] dr - (u/r) dW2 
(13) 
d(Ci - P) = (yilr) deli 
d(ktiz - p) = (k - 1) dl3 + (kyz/r) dzl?. 
Denote .rl 4 r, x2 2 IJJ, - p and .r3 f kti? - p. Then. using Eqs. (23), the following 
reduced state space equations for the encounter are introduced: 
dxl = [UO cos .x2 - u. cos x3] dt + adW, 
ctrz = (.Z(x)y,/x,) dv, 
d > 0. 
d~3 = (Z(.x)(k - l)/~i)[uo sin X, - ~10 sin ,rj] dt 
+ (J(.r)/,r,)[(k - l)adW? + kyz ds’:] 
(24) 
where J(X), .V E R3 is defined in Sec. 2.2 and I(.\-). s E R’. is given by 
1 x E {x : p I 11 5 R . .rz E R. x3 E R} 
Z(X) 1 (25) 
0 otherwise. 
In the same manner as in Sec. 2.2, Eqs. (24) determine a strong Markov process {(&, 
QJ, .r E R3) CC!&, x E R3} is a family of probability measures, and & = {&(t) = (kV1(t), 
&l(t), &(t)), t 2 0}, 5,(O) = x) with a weak infinitesimal operator given by 
&.J V(x) = [110 cos .Y2 - 2’0 cos s,]dV(x)ldx, 
+ (1(x)(X- l)/x,)[~~ sin x2 - ijo sin x3]~V(.r)id.u3 
f (+)[a’8 V(,r)/dx: + (J(s)y,/_T, )2c12 i’(.r)/&r; 
+ (J(s)/x,)’ ((k - 1)‘~’ f k’y;)d’\‘(.r)/d.K;] 
(26) 
for any V E C$(R3). 
Denote by n(r) the first exit time of .& from D (q(x) is defined in the same manner as 
T(X), Eq. (16)). We assume here that sup{E,~$s): .r E D} < 3~ (here E, denotes the ex- 
pectation operator with respect to f&). Define the following functional: 
v,(-r) 2 Q.r({&(q(.r)) E K}). x E R3. (27) 
As in the previous section. VP(x) is the probability of player E being intercepted by P. 
before getting out of P’s detection range when (r(0). 4,(O) - p(O), k&(O) - p(0)) = .r 
and the guidance laws eE = $i, 6, = kh2 are being applied. 
Note that, by its definition, V, satisfies Eq. (18). Hence. 1; is determined by its values 
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on the set To. Thus, in order to evaluate the performance of the players in the encounter, 
when the guidance laws eE = &, and 4, = && are being used. the values of VP(x). .r E 
T will be computed and compared with the values on T of \‘r. and other functionals. 
2.4. P.N. guidance using estimated \,alues of p 
Assume that player P observes only the process {r(t), t 2 0}, whereas player E has 
complete observation of {r(t). t I 0) and {p(t). t 2 O}. Using his observation. player E 
applies an L.O.S. guidance law (i.e., E chooses eE = p). Hence, Eqs. (6)-(7) reduce to 
dr = [u. - zlo cos (8, - p)] dt + adW, 
dl3 = -(vJr) sin (13, - l3) dt + (u/r) dW_. 
(28) 
(29) 
Now, assume that player P knows that 8 E = p. In order to compensate for the lack of 
any observation of l3, player P constructs an estimate 6 (based on measurements of 1.) to 
p by constructing the following estimator: 
d&t) = -(volr(t)) sin (e,(t) - b(t)) dt + (u/r(t)) dtft). t 2 0, (30) 
where u = {u(t), t 2 0) is an R-valued standard Wiener process such that W and C’ are 
mutually independent. In the implementation of Eq. (30) player P has to generate sample 
paths of u. Using the generated process 0 player P applies the P.N. guidance law, 8, = 
h$, k 2 2. Since now 
and 
8, - p = 8, - kf3 + kfi - p = k@ - p 
8, - fi = ep - kfi + x-6 - p = (k - 1,p. 
(31) 
(37) 
it follows that Eqs. (28)-(30) yield 
dr = [u. - z’o cos (k@ - p)] dt + odW, 
d@ = -(uoIr) sin (@ - p) dt i- (u/r) dWz (33) 
dp = -(uo/r) sin ((k - l)fi) dt + (u/r) dL1. 
Denote xl A r. x2 2 p, and x 3 A fi. Then. using Eqs. (33), the following state space 
equations for the encounter are introduced: 
d-K, = [lto - ilo cos (kx3 - x2)] dt i udW, 
dx- = -(v~Z(.r)/.r~) sin (/x3 - x2) dt + (uJ(.r)/x,) dW, (3-t) 
d-r3 = -(v~J(x)lx~) sin ((k - 1)x3) dt + (oJ(.r)l.r,) d:*, 
where I(x) is given by Eq. (25) and J(x) is defined in Sec. 2.2. In the same manner as in 
Sec. 2.2, Eqs. (34) determine a strong Markov process {(x.~, ZCC) I E R3} ({Y.,. .r E Rj} 
is a family of probability measures, and x.~ = {x<(t) = (xl,(t). x.r2(t). x.r3(t)), t 2 O}, x,-(O) 
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= x) with a weak infinitesimal operator given by 
Y,vV(.T) = [1fo - l’() COS (lirj - ~r~)]dV(~Y)id.r, 
- (:~ol(.r)/.r, ) sin (xIrj - .rl)f?jV(.r)/&rl 
- (ilol(.r)/.rl) sin ((k - l)_r3)JV(.r)/&rJ 
+ (l)[a’$ V(.r)/d.rf + (~(.K)/.K, )‘(d’V(,r)/&ri f d’ V(.r)iG)l 
(35) 
for any V E G(R3). 
Denote by V(I) the first exit time of X.~ from D (Ir(.r) is defined in the same manner as 
T(r). Eq. (16)). Also, ue assume that sup{.E,v(.~): x E D} < 3) (here E., denotes the ex- 
pectation operator with respect to 2,). Define the following functional: 
VP&) 2 %({X,(V(.K)) E K}), .K E R’. (36) 
In other words, V,d.r) is the probability of pl_ayer E being intercepted by P before getting 
out of P’s detection range when (r(0). p(O), p(O)) = x and the guidance laws eE = p and 
0, = X-0 are being applied. 
Note that V,v, by its definition, satisfies Eq. (18). Hence, V,,, is determined by its values 
on TO. The values of V,v(.r), .r E T, will be computed and compared with the values on 
T of VL, V,, and V(.; s) (V(.; s) is defined in the next section). 
2.5. Pursuit-evasion \c.ith complete observation 
We assume that players E and P move in the (,K, y)-plane according to the same ki- 
nematics as given by Eqs. (l)-(2), or. equivalently, by Eqs. (6)-(7). In this section it is 
assumed that both players, E and P, have complete observation of r and 6. By using Eqs. 
(6), (8), (9), and (1 l), we obtain 
d.r, = [UC, cos (0 + X2) - v. cos (+ + _K~)] dt + crdW, 
d.rz = (J(.K)Y,/,K~) dill t>O (37) 
dr3 = (J(.r)yz/x,) dv?, 
where 13 2 CIE - $1, b 2 eP - $2, x1 2 r, .r2 2 4, - p, and x3 2 ~JJ* - p, andJ:R3 + 
R is defined in Sec. 2.2. 
In order to treat the problem where both players, E and P, have complete observation 
of I and p it is enough to deal only with Eq. (6) (see for example 131). However, since 
the functions VL (Eq. (17)), V, (Eq. (27)), and VN (Eq. (36)) are defined on R”. we also 
need to model the game in R3 in the present case for the sake of comparison. Thus, it is 
further assumed in this section that both players have complete observation of .r = (I,, 
x2, 13). The meaning of this assumption is that both players have complete observation 
of r and of any_deviation in their measurements of l3. 
Denote by U the class of all strategies s = (0, $) = {(8(.r), b(s)), .K E R3} such that 
8 : R3 - R and C$ : R3 --$ R are bounded and measurable functions. 
Lets E 6. Then [9], Eqs. (37) determine a stochastic process 5: = {c:(t) = I;=,(t), l&(t), 
G3(t)), t 5: 0}, c:(O) = .r, such that 5: is a weak solution (in the sense of [9]) to Eqs. (37) 
associated with a family {P:, x E R3} of probability measures, and such that {(c{, PC), x 
E R3} is a family of strong Markov processes. Furthermore, the weak infinitesimal op- 
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erator of this family is given by 
for any V E C;(R3). 
Denote by T(X: s) the first exit time of 5.: from D and let 
ii 2 {s = (8. 4) E i?:sup{E’,_;(.\-: s):x E D} < x}. (39) 
where E”, denotes the expectation operator with respect to P:. Also define the following 
functional: 
Owing to the nature of the variables x7 = 4, - p and x3 = +? - p, we confine ourselves 
to the following choice of the class of admissible st,stegies U: 
I/ t is = (0, 4) E fJ: I;(.\-, . .rl + 2~27. .13 + Irz?;: S) = V(.r: sl. .Y E R’ 
,Yz, n = 0, z 1. r2, . .}. (-!I) 
The problem posed in this section is: Find a strategy s* = (0*. +*) E U such that 
V(.r; (e*, (6)) 5 V(.r: (e”, dl”)) 5 V(.r: te. 4”)) 
for any (0*, b), (0, +*) E U and all .r E D. (12) 
Note that for s E U. V(.: s) is determined by its values on the set r,. The values of 
V(.; s*) on Twill here serve as a reference for the evaluation of L.O.S. and P.N. guidance 
laws. 
3. A NUMERICAL STUDY 
Let !Z denote the class of functions V = V(x) such that V is continuous on the closure 
Do of Do and twice continuously differentiable on D, and such that ZV E &((O, R) x [O. 
2~) x [O, 2~)). Here 2 stands for Ze, (Eq. (12)), or Xep (Eq. (X)), or Z,V (Eq. (35)). or 
J-!?(s), s E U (Eq. (38)). 
LEM>lA 1. Let V E 9 be a solution to the problem: 
YV(_-c) = 0, .uED; (43) 
V(x) = 1, .K E K; V(x) = 0, x E {x: XI 2 R} i-tl) 
V(xrl, xl + hxi, x3 + 2nz) = V(x), .I- E R3 
m,n = O,kl, 22,. . _. 
Then. 




(i) If 2 = Ze,, then: P,, = P,, Y, = cx, t(x) = T(X) and V(x) = V,(x), x E R3. 
(ii) If Jf! = Tep, then: P, = QX, Y, = &, t(r) = q(x) and V(x) = VP(x), .\: E R3. 
(iii) If 2 = Se.V, then: P, = %,, Y, = xX, t(x) = V(X) and V(x) = V4.(x), x E R3. 
(iv) If 2 = y(s), then: P, = P:, Y, = <:, t(x) = T(X; s) and V(x) = V(x; s). 
Proof. By using Eqs. (43)-(44). the proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 of [IO] and 
is therefore omitted. The requirement that V also has to satisfy Eq. (45) is not used in 
the proof and is added because of the nature of the variables ,K? and _r3. which throughout 
this study always represent angles. 
Corollary 1. Let V E 9 be a solution to the problem: 
2V(.K) = 0, x E T; (47) 
V(X) = 1, x E I-, ; v(x) = 0, x E {x: xl 2 R, 0 5 xi < 27, i = 2. 3); (48) 
WL t - h, x3) = V(xl, 2rr - h, x3). V(xl, 0, x3) = v(.r,, 27, x3) 
V(X, , x2 , - h) = V(x,, x2, 2~ - h), V(xl, x2, 0) = V(x,, x2, 2~) 
x E To, h 2 0. 
(49) 
Then, 
V(x) = PA Yr(t(x)) E K}), s E To. (50) 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that there exist a strategy s* = (0*. 4”) E U and a function V, E 
9 such that 
= 0 5 y(e, d*)Vd.r) for any (F, 6), (0, cb*) E U and all x E D (51) 
and 
V,(x) = 1) .K E K; v&r) = 0, .K E {x: xl 2 R) (53) 
V&r,, .Tz + 2m7i, x3 + 2nz) = V&r), x E & m. n = 0. k 1. k 2, . . . . (53) 
Then, 
V(X; (e*, 4)) 5 VO(x) I V(X; (0, d?)) for any (e*, 6), (0, &*) E U and all x E D (54) 
Table I. The values of PL and P, as functions of vg. 
h = -r/30 h = r/60 




0.20 .5 I43 
.9931 .4615 .9152 
.9961 .4695 .9485 
,996-I .4727 .9486 
.9966 ..I716 .9486 
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Table 1. The values of P, as functions of v. and k for h = z;'30. 
V<l k=l k=3 k=4 I\=! k=6 k=- 
75 
0.06 ,790s .84X7 .8782 .8951 .9047 .9096 
0.10 .81ll .8701 .8998 .9176 .9294 .9376 
0.15 .8151 .Y740 .9034 .9313 .9331 .911-I 
0.20 .816-I .8753 .9045 ,912 .93-l1 ,942; 
vu k=8 k = IO k = 20 k = 30 
0.06 .9097 .8959 .7s79 ,663-I 
0.10 .9433 .9498 .9301 .8092 
0.15 .9175 .9is3 .9567 .9179 
0.20 .9489 .9571 .9635 .9120 
and 
V”(.r) = V(s: I*) = P’,‘({~‘,*(T(.T: s*)) E K}), .r E Rj. (55) 
Proof. Since U C 0, using the techniques used in the proof of Lemma 1 and Theorem 
1 of [IO]. the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1 of [ 1 l] and is therefore omitted. 
By assuming that there exists a strategy s* = (0*. 6*) E U and a function V, E 9 that 
satisfy Eqs. (51)~(53), it follows that such a pair (s*, VO) may be found by solving the 
following problem: 
Z(s)V(x) = 0, .r E T; 
V(s) = 1, .r E T, : V(X) = O,.rE{X:.rl ZR,0S.ri<17,i = 2.3); 
V(.r I 7 - h. 13) = V(_Y,, 2~ - h. X3). c’(.rl, 0. .r3) = V(.r,. 27, .rJ) 
V(.r 1 , .rl , - h) = V(.r, , _rz, 2~ - I?). V(.r, , .rl, 0) = V(.r, . _rz, 27) 
.r E To, h 2 0. 
Cos (Wr) + -rA = COS (Mu) + x3) = -sign (aV(.r)/&r,), .r E T. (59) 
Let R?, be a finite differences grid on R”. with a constant mesh h along all axes. Define 
TO/, 2 Rjl II To. Equations (47)~(49) (where 2 = ZL, or Y = Z_,,, or 2 = Ye,,) and Eqs. 
(X4-09) have here been solved by using an upwind finite-difference method as described 
Table 3. The values of PU as functions of v,) and k for h = 
+30. 
VI) kc2 kc3 k=4 k=j 
0.06 .07075 .07059 .07115 .07117 
0.10 .09752 .09701 .I0630 .I0474 
0.13 .I1155 .I2023 .I3557 .I3101 
0.20 .I3611 .13-i21 .I5157 .I4538 
VI) k=6 k= IO k = 20 k = 40 
0.06 .07l34 .07lO ,070-I .0691 
0. IO .I0720 1053 





0.20 .I5091 .I498 .I611 .I116 
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Table 4. The values of P, as functions of v,) 
andkforh = ~60. 
Vi) k=2 k=j k=-l 
0.06 .75OO .7998 .813-I 
0.10 .7731 .87_94 .85X 
0.15 .776 I .8338 .8619 
0.20 ,777-I .8352 .8633 
Table 1. The values of P, and PL as 
functions of v,) for vi = I()-‘. yi = 
1.10-‘. and h = pi 30. 
VI) P, PL 
0.06 .9937 ,503 
0.10 .996l .5057 
0.15 .9?w .5115 
0.20 .9966 .5l3l 
in [I?]. Computations were carried out by using the following set of parameters: R = 1, 
p = 0.05, u2 = IO-“. yi = ~2 = 2 . IO-‘, [lo = 0.05, q, = 0.06. 0.10. 0.15. 0.20. and h 
= n/30. r/60. Some of the results are given in Tables I-5. Note that A’(h). the number 
of points in To/,. is: N(;;/30) = 54000 and N(sri60) = 417600. Define 
P‘, A c V,,(ih, jh, kh)lV(h) Q = L, P. iv, s (60) 
i.J.X 
(ih.Jh,kh)E TV/, 
where: For n = L, V, = VL (Eq. (17)) for c1 = P, V,, = \‘p (Eq. (17)): for (I = V. 1’(, = 
Vr (Eq. (36)); and for n = s, V,, = V(.: s*) (where V(.: s”) is defined by Eqs. (40) and 
(-12)). 
The results obtained throughout the numerical solution of Eqs. (!6)-(59) indicate that 
cos (e*(.r) + .Y?) = cos (b*(x) f x3) = I, ,y E T, (61) 
i.e., both players, E and P, apply the L.O.S. guidance law. The insensitivity of the results 
to changes in the values of yi, i = I, 2, is demonstrated in Table 5. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The numerical results suggest the following conclusions: 
(a) Prob(%) increases when XI,, increases. 
(b) For tjO and h fixed and for all values of k 
P, > P, > PL > P,v. (62) 
Hence, in the cases where E observes the processes r and 6,. P observes the processes 
r and $2, and E applies the guidance law t3E = ti, ; the player P will perform better if he 
chooses the guidance law 6, = X.& (or, equivalently, 13~ = /AZ, since O,(O) = X-IIJ~(O)). k 
2 2, rather than the law tip = 4:. This means that if both players receive noise-corrupted 
measurements of p, and E applies the law OE = rlr,, then. from the pursuer’s point of 
view, the erroneous P.N. law 0, = &J~, k 2 1 is better than the erroneous L.O.S. law, 
8, = G2. These results are consistent with those obtained in [4]. There E has complete 
observation of the position and velocity of P, but P receives noise-corrupted measure- 
ments of p. Still, the results obtained in [4] show that P does better when he applies the 
law f$, = A&, k 2 2, than when he applies the law 8, = &. 
Comparison of the values of P.v with those of P L, P, and P, demonstrate the need for 
measurements, or even noisy measurements, of p. 
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Denote by 8 the class of all functions (oE, 0,) = j(Bt-(r, B). B,(r. B)). (r. @) E R’} such 
that eE: R’ -+ R and 0,: R’ -+ R are bounded and measurable functions. 
Consider the following set of equations: 
dr = [~~cos(O~ - p) - ~cos(f3, - B)]dt - acospdB, - asinBd&.t>O (3’) 
dp = (I(r.P):r)[llosin(eE - p) - ;s0sin(8, - p)]dt 
A (J(r.B)oir-)[- sin@dB, t cos/3d132]. t>O (-1’) 
r > 0. (0~. 8,) E 8, where B = {B(r) = (B,(r). B?(t)), t 2 o} is an R’-valued standard 
Wiener process: 
E > 0. and J is such that: J(r. B) = I, E % r 5 ,\I. p E R; J(r. p)/r is continuous on R’ 
and satisfies 0 < l 0 5 (.I(,-. p)/r)’ % AI < fc for all (r. p) E R’. for some E,, and AI. 
Let (OK. 0,) E 8. Then. [9]. Eqs. (3’)~(4’) determine an I?‘-valued stochastic process 
((r. f3: ek-. 0,) = {(AI-, p; OE, Cl,,). t 2 0). j,,(r, p: HE. 8,) = (r. p). such that <(r. p: HI. 
O,,) is a weak solution (in the sense of [9]) to Eqs. (3’)-(4’). associated with a family {P(r. 
p: 0,. 0,). (r. B) E R2} of probability measures, and such that {(<(v. p: 0~. 0,). P(v. @; 
tft.. O,)), (r. B) E R’} is a family of strong Markov, processes. Furthermore. the weak 
infinitesimal operator of this family is given by 
Z(0,. 0,,)V(r. p, = [ff() cos (0E - p, - i’u cos (H,, - f3)ldWr. pm 
f (I(r. /3)lr)[rlo sin (0, - B) - ilo sin (8, - p)ldV(r-. p).‘df3 (61) 
+ (;)[cPa’V(r, p,/a; + (./(I-. p)a/r)‘a21’(r, p,/cy3’1 
-x 7 for any V E Co (R-). 
Hovvever. the following equations 
dr = Ilro cos (0~ - B) - ~‘0 cos (0, - B,] dt + udw,, r > 0 (6’) 
dB = (I(r, B)ir)[lro sin (0, - B) - is0 sin ((3, - B)] dt 
i (J(r. B)u/r) dW2, t > 0. (7’) 
where W = {W(t) = ( W,(t), W2( t)), t 2 0) is an R’-valued standard Wiener process, and 
(0,. O,,) E 8 possess a ueak solution [(r. p; et-. 8,) = {&(r. p: 0E, 8,). t 2 O}. which is 
a strong Markov process, and have the same weak infinitesimal operator Y(OE. 0,). giLTen 
by (64). Since. for (0,. 8,) E 8. the Martingale problem for 2(OE. 8,) has a unique solution 
(see [91). P(OE. 8,) = {P(r, p; itIE, 8,). Cr. p) E R’} (P(eE, 0,) is a family of probability 
measures). it follows that both processes. [(r. p: eE. 8,) and E(r. p: eE. 8,). (r. p) E R’. 
have the same family of Markov transition functions {p(t. (r. B). A), t > 0, (r, B) E R’. 
A E %(R’)}. where 3(R’) denotes the u-algebra of Bore1 sets of R’. Since a Markov 
process can be defined by its family of probability transition functions (see, for example. 
[131) and since we are concerned here with the computation of probabilities, we do not 
here distinguish between the processes defined by equations (3’)~(4’) or (6’)~(7’). 
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